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**ABSTRACT**

**Aims.** We aim to study the spatial distribution of the physical and chemical properties of the X-ray emitting plasma of the supernova remnant G272.2−3.2 in order to obtain important constraints on its ionization stage, the progenitor supernova explosion, and the age of the remnant.

**Methods.** We report on combined XMM-Newton and Chandra images, median photon energy maps, silicon and sulfur equivalent width maps, and a spatially resolved spectral analysis for a set of regions of the remnant. Complementary radio and Hα observations, available in the literature, are also used to study the multi-wavelength connection of all detected emissions.

**Results.** The X-ray morphology of the remnant displays an overall structure with an almost circular appearance and a centrally brightened region with a peculiar elongated hard structure oriented along the northwest-southeast direction of the central part. The X-ray spectral study of the regions shows distinct Kα emission-line features of metal elements, confirming the thermal origin of the emission. The X-ray spectra are well represented by an absorbed variable abundance non-equilibrium ionization thermal plasma model, which produces elevated abundances of Si, S, and Fe in the circular central region, typical of ejecta material. The relatively low ionization timescales suggest non-equilibrium ionization. We identify the location of the contact discontinuity. Its distance to the outer shock is higher than expected for expansion in a uniform medium, which suggests that the remnant spent most of its time in more dense medium.
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### 1. Introduction

Supernova remnants (SNRs) are usually classified as a shell-like, plerionic, or composite class, according to their radio and X-ray morphology. Although the detection of non-thermal radio emission is considered a prerequisite for a true SNR identification (Green 2009), there are a number of SNRs that present weak or undetectable radio emission. These objects may belong to the so-called class of radio quiet SNRs (Mavromatakis & Strom 2002; Mavromatakis et al. 2005; Bounis et al. 2002).

The southern Galactic SNR G272.2−3.2 seems to be a member of this class. It was first detected at X-ray energies by Greiner & Egger (1993) as part of the ROSAT All-Sky Survey and later studied in more detail by Greiner et al. (1994). These authors observed that it has an almost circular X-ray morphology with a diameter of about 15 arcmin. A more recent X-ray study of G272.2−3.2 was carried out by Harrus et al. (2001), using a combination of ROSAT and ASCA data. They found that this object has a centrally brightened morphology and thermally dominated X-ray emission and therefore classified the object as a “thermal composite” SNR, a class of SNR still poorly understood.

Greiner et al. (1994) also analyzed optical observations of G272.2−3.2 from the ESO/SRC plate R 6712. They found that there exists a faint nebulosity near the center and an extended component on the west part of the SNR. At radio frequencies, the SNR was first studied by Duncan et al. (1997), using the Parkes, ATCA, and MOST radiotelescopes. In radio, the object displays a low surface brightness (there is no clear evidence of a shell-like morphology) with a steep non-thermal radio spectral
index of $-0.55 \pm 0.15$ ($S \propto \nu^3$). Evidence of polarized emission or a pulsar wind nebula was not found in this study.

Recently, Sezer & Gök (2012) presented Szuzaku observations of G272.2–3.2. The authors found that the X-ray spectrum is well fitted by a single-temperature variable abundance non-equilibrium ionization (VNEI) model with an electron temperature of $kT = 0.77$ keV. Enhanced abundances of Si, S, Ca, Fe, and Ni were observed in the central region, indicating that the X-ray emission has an ejecta origin. The relative abundances found in the central region suggest that G272.2–3.2 is the result of a Type Ia supernova explosion.

The distance to G272.2–3.2 is uncertain. Analyzing the interstellar absorption, Greiner et al. (1993) obtained a distance of $1.8^{+1.4}_{-0.8}$ kpc. Using statistical analysis, Harrus et al. (2001) located the SNR at 2 kpc, with an upper limit of 10 kpc. They adopted an intermediate distance of 5 kpc. Taking this distance into account, Koo et al. (2004) found an excess of HI emission (see their Fig. 2), which peaks at the western part of the remnant, where an infrared shell was detected by Harrus et al. (2001). This result suggests that G272.2–3.2 interacts with dense interstellar medium (ISM).

In this paper, we report the results of a combined analysis of XMM-Newton and Chandra observations of G272.2–3.2. The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we describe the XMM-Newton and Chandra observations and the data reduction process. In Sect. 3, we present the main results of our X-ray data analysis, including X-ray images, spectra, and a mean photon energy map. In Sect. 4, we discuss a possible scenario to explain the nature of the observed characteristics of the remnant, and in Sect. 5, we summarize our conclusions.

### 2. X-ray observations and data reduction

We combined XMM-Newton and Chandra data in order to carry out a detailed spectral and spatial X-ray analysis of G272.2–3.2. The XMM-Newton observation was performed with the European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC), which consists of three detectors, two MOS cameras (Turner et al. 2001), and one pn camera (Strüder et al. 2001) operating in the 0.2–15 keV range. The satellite was pointed to $\alpha = 09^h06^m47^s.00$ and $\delta = -52^\circ07'12''/0$ (J2000.0), with the SNR placed at the central CCD. The XMM-Newton data were analyzed with the XMM-Newton Science Analysis System (SAS) version 11.0.0. Starting from level-1 event files, the latest calibrations were applied with the "emproc" and "eproc" tasks. The events were then filtered to retain only the "patterns" and photon energies likely for X-ray events: patterns 0 to 4 and energies 0.2 to 15.0 keV for the PN, patterns 0 to 12 and energies 0.2 to 12.0 keV for MOS1/2 instruments. To exclude strong background flares, which could eventually affect the observations, we extracted light curves of photons above 10 keV from the entire field of view of the cameras and excluded intervals up to 3$\sigma$ to produce a good time interval (GTI) file.

Two observations from the Advanced CCD Image Spectrometer (ACIS) camera are available in the Chandra archive. ACIS operates in the 0.1–10 keV range with high spatial resolution (0.5 arcsec). These observations were calibrated using the CIAO (version 4.1.2) and CALDB (version 3.2.2) packages. Detailed information of the X-ray observations and the instrumental characteristics are given in Table 1.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. X-ray images

The left-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows a composite three-color image of the Chandra observations. Firstly, the X-ray images were separated into three different energy bands: soft (0.5–1.0 keV) in red, medium (1.0–1.8 keV) in green, and hard (1.8–3.0 keV) in blue. The remnant is undetected above 3.0 keV. The right-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows a XMM-Newton X-ray image in the hard energy band (1.8–3.0 keV). The data from MOS1/2 and pn cameras were merged and corrected for exposure and vignetting effects. In our images, north is up and east is to the left. Individual images were binned into 20 pixel arcmin$^{-2}$ and adaptively smoothed by using a Gaussian kernel radius of 3 bins.

The XMM-Newton and Chandra images reveal details of the X-ray morphology of G272.2–3.2 that were not noticed in previous X-ray studies (Greiner & Egger 1993; Greiner et al. 1994; Harrus et al. 2001). The global shape of the SNR is characterized by a circular diffuse X-ray morphology with an angular size of 14 arcmin, but the west-side shows signs of plasma confinement that are probably due to interaction with a denser medium. Embedded within the total diffuse emission, we observe a centrally brightened region with an angular size of 8 arcmin and several X-ray emission enhancements located on its edge. It is interesting to note that on the northern part of the central emission an elongated hard structure seems to exist. This is indicated with an ellipse in Fig. 1 (right-hand panel), oriented in the southeast-northwest direction. High surface brightness regions can also be traced on the western part of the remnant. Moreover, the northern X-ray boundary is incomplete and the southeast part of the SNR presents a low X-ray surface brightness.
3.2. Mean photon energy map

To demonstrate the energy dependence of the SNR morphology and to study the possible physical anisotropy of the total X-ray emission, we computed the mean photon energy (MPE) map of the entire SNR (Fig. 2). The MPE map is an image where each computed pixel corresponds to the mean energy of the photons detected by MOS CCDs in the 0.6–3.0 keV energy band and thus provides information about the spatial distribution of plasma properties. To compute this map, we merged EPIC MOS1 and MOS2 event files, creating an image with a bin size of 4′′ that collects a minimum of four counts per pixel everywhere in the remnant. For each pixel, we calculated the mean energy of the photons and then smoothed the map by using a Gaussian kernel value of 3σ (see Miceli et al. 2005).

3.3. X-ray spectral analysis

In order to analyze physical and chemical conditions of the global X-ray emission in G272.2–3.2, we extracted spectra from two concentric circular regions with radius 3.8 (central region) and 7.3 (the whole SNR) arcmin, as well as from an annulus region (the outer region), as in Sezer & Gök (2012). In addition, spectra from ten other individual regions, chosen on the basis of the morphology observed in the X-ray images and the MPE map, were analyzed (see Fig. 2). The global (in white) and individual regions (in black) are indicated in Fig. 2. Spectra were obtained using EVSELECT SAS task with the appropriate parameters for EPIC MOS 1/2 cameras, and background was subtracted using the XMM-Newton Blank Sky files (Carter & Read 2007) for the same regions. For all regions, point-like sources detected using the Chandra task “wavdetect” were removed.

Figure 3 shows the background-subtracted X-ray spectra of the whole, the central, and the outer regions of the SNR. In this figure, the spectra are grouped with a minimum of 16 counts per bin. Error bars are at 90% confidence level and χ² statistics is used. The spectral analysis was performed using the XSPEC package (Arnaud 1996).
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the abundances. The improved spatial resolution of XMM over Suzaku plays an important role to map small-scale spectral changes in this SNR. Moreover, Sezer & Gök (2012) used an energy range between 0.3 keV and 10 keV for their analysis, while our study of the XMM-Newton and Chandra data was carried out in a different range, since the remnant is undetected above 3.0 keV.

The spatial variation of the Si and S between the central and outer regions is better observed in Fig. 4. These images reveal a non-uniformity in the spatial distribution of the elements, which are mostly concentrated in the central circular region.

3.4. Spatial correlation between optical and X-ray emission

When optical emission from SNRs is not obscured by intervening dust, especially at low Galactic latitude, sensitive Hα observations can reveal optical filaments or emission structures that are highly correlated with prominent radio or X-ray emission. In order to study the spatial correlation of optical and X-ray observations of G272.2−3.2, we extracted an image from the SuperCOSMOS Hα survey (Parker et al. 2005). Figure 5 shows the Hα image located at the center of the SNR. The external contour of the SNR X-ray emission is overplotted as a black dotted line. Radio contours at 843 MHz (Whiteoak & Green 1996) were also overplotted in red in Fig. 5, A, B, and C. The image was processed to increase contrast. The Hα emission is mostly concentrated at the edge of the SNR, showing a cavity at the middle that is coincident with the central X-ray emission. We also present a zoom to each Hα filament, overplotted with radio (in red) and X-ray contours (in green). The filaments indicated as A and B coincide partially with radio and X-ray emission peaks.

In both images, the peak of the radio emission lies to the inner side of the Hα emission and the peak of the X-ray emission to the outer side. The Hα morphology of filament A (in particular the concavity pointing outward) is reminiscent of the one in the Vela SNR D filament observed by Bocchino et al. (2000), while filament B is more similar to filament E of the same work. The Vela SNR filaments D and E of Bocchino et al. (2000) have been interpreted in terms of shocks encountering a small isolated cloud and a larger feature, respectively. Similar to what happens in the case of the Vela filaments D and E, our filaments A and B also show X-ray emission peaks inside the optical filament, i.e., the X-ray peak is nearer to the center of the remnant. This is in agreement with the scenario of the shock encountering a strong density gradient along the expected direction of propagation (east to west), as argued by Bocchino et al. (2000) for the Vela filaments.

Although the results suggest that the Hα emission could be associated with part of the remnant, this interpretation should be taken with caution, since it may be associated with foreground nebulosity located to the north and north-east and therefore physically unrelated to the remnant. A more detailed study of the filaments is needed to address this issue.

4. Discussion

The spatially resolved spectral analysis MPE map and available information obtained at radio and Hα frequencies of G272.2−3.2 permit a realistic astrophysical scenario to be outline, allowing us to better understand the remnant’s evolution and the observed properties at all wavelengths.

The X-ray morphology of the remnant displays several interesting characteristics. It comprises a global structure of almost circular X-ray emission and a centrally heightened hard region with a peculiar elongated structure in the upper part that is orientated in the northwest-southeast direction. In Fig. 1 (right-hand panel), these components were already pointed out. The X-ray spectral study of the regions shows that there are distinct Kα emission-line features of metal elements, confirming the thermal origin of the emission. Moreover, the absorbed VNEI thermal plasma model used (see Table 2) produces elevated abundances of Si, S and Fe in the circular central region,
Fig. 5. SuperCOSMOS Hα image of a 25 × 25 arcmin² field centered on the center of SNR G272.2-03.2 in the upper left panel. The outer X-ray contour of the remnant is plotted as a dotted black line. The black boxes mark the location of Hα filaments that are plotted in Fig. 5 (A), (B), and (C). Red and green contours are from radio and X-ray data, respectively.

In order to analyze the behavior of the physical parameters obtained from the spatially resolved spectral study, we performed a series of plots of these parameters versus the distance from the center of the SNR. Figure 6 shows the ionization timescale, temperature, electron density, neutral hydrogen absorption column, and individual abundances as a function of the distance from the geometrical center of the SNR outwards.

High values of $\tau$ correspond to regions 7 and 8, which are regions belonging to the central part of the SNR, where an elongated hard X-ray feature is observed. The temperatures of the plasma range from 0.5 to 1.4 keV, with the highest values located in regions 6 and 9. The electronic density (computed for the range of distance between 5–10 kpc) is high in regions 1, 2, and 6 on the northwest (where filamentary Hα emission is observed, i.e., regions A and B in Fig. 5) and southern parts of the SNR. This is in agreement with the idea that the remnant is encountering more dense material at these locations. Abundances of O, Si, S, and Fe are also shown in Fig. 6, lower panel. These plots allow us to infer the spatial distribution of the stellar ejecta in the SNR. It is interesting to note that O is high in regions 5 and 9, and Si, S, and Fe are high in regions 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9. All these regions lie inside the central part of the SNR. These results confirm that the X-ray emission inside the central region of the SNR is associated with material of the ejecta. The average value of Mg/Si, S/Si, and Fe/Si in the inner regions is approximately 0.28, 1.89, and 0.83, respectively. The low O and high Fe abundances suggests a Type Ia progenitor, which is also in rough agreement.
with the expected S/Si and Fe/Si value from detonation models (Badenes et al. 2003). Very little Mg is expected for Type Ia SN, which primarily produces Fe-group elements, and the absolute Mg abundances are indeed low in the central region, even if the Mg/Si is higher than expected (but with high uncertainties). So the overall picture that is favored is an interpretation in terms of a Type Ia progenitor, even if the high O abundances in regions 5 and 9 cast some doubts on this.

With the aim to assess the relative abundances in the ejecta, we performed a plot of the abundances relative to Si. Figure 7 shows a comparison of our best-fitting relative abundances with the Suzaku results, the nucleosynthesis predicted by the widely used Nomoto et al. (1997) model, and a delayed detonation Type Ia SN model (Nomoto et al. 1997). For the abundance ratio of Ca/Si, we used the value obtained by Sezer & Gök (2012) with Suzaku observations, since the Ca emission lines cannot be measured in our spectra and therefore its abundance cannot be determined. Our fit is mostly consistent with the Suzaku data and both models, although the abundance of Ni relative to Si is lower than the value obtained by Sezer & Gök (2012) and higher than what both models predict. These results confirm that G272.2−3.2 has a Type Ia SN origin.

The results also suggest that both the outer and inner regions represent shock waves propagating outward (the forward shock is characterized by the radius $R_{\text{S}}$ in Fig. 1, right-hand panel), and inward (the reverse shock), respectively. The interface between the two regions is the contact discontinuity (at $R_{\text{CD}}$ in Fig. 1). Therefore, while the outermost regions with $R \geq R_{\text{CD}}$
are likely composed of shocked interstellar material (and a small ejecta component, maybe due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the contact discontinuity (CD), the innermost region (with a $R \leq R_{\text{CD}}$) is composed of shocked ejecta material.

Using a distance of 5 kpc as a scaling factor for G272.2−3.2, the radii of the forward shock $R_\text{f}$ and the contact discontinuity $R_{\text{CD}}$ correspond to 10.9 $D_5$ kpc pc and 5.8 $D_5$ kpc pc, respectively. If the remnant expands in a uniform ambient medium or a medium with a power-law density profile with index $-2$ with an ejecta profile also in the form of a steep power-law, Chevalier (1982) has demonstrated that the ratio $\psi = R_\text{f}/R_{\text{CD}}$ cannot exceed the value 1.3−1.4 under all reasonably realistic circumstances. This is confirmed by a recent numerical work on this subject, which also shows that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the CD cause ejecta material to protrude into the ISM-dominated post-shock zone, thus getting even closer to the forward shock (Orlando et al. 2012). It is therefore not straightforward to interpret our observed value of the ratio $\psi$ (~1.8−1.9) in terms of classical models. One possibility could be that the expansion occurred in a more dense medium during the early evolutionary phase and the forward shock only recently encountered a less dense medium, thus accelerating to higher velocity and increasing its distance from the shocked ejecta still in the more dense part. This situation is similar to remnants expanding in the dense Red Supergiant (RSG) wind that surrounds the core-collapse supernova (SN). We point out that this may not be at odds with the Type Ia origin proposed above because progenitors in the single degenerate scenarios are expected to have fast optical thick outflows from the white-dwarf surface (Hachisu et al. 2012). By making the simple and crude assumption that the ejecta have just arrived at the interface between the two media and by assuming a constant $\rho v^3$, we may infer that the difference between the expected and observed value of $\psi$ may be reproduced by a factor 2 density jump at the interface between the two media. Unfortunately, the X-ray spectral fits do not give significant density variations between the outer and inner regions to be fully consistent with such a hypothesis. However, we do find an apparent increase by a factor 2 for the interstellar absorption in the central regions, which may indicate denser foreground material. Such a scenario, if confirmed, could have interesting consequences in the study of the overionization in SNRs. In fact, it was recently claimed that this scenario is responsible for the rapid cooling and overionization conditions observed in some SNRs (Shimizu et al. 2012), while another group has suggested that the dense environment and low density in the interior are the key to understanding the intriguing phenomenon of plasma overionization (Zhou et al. 2011). We have found no signs of recombination edges in our X-ray spectra of G272.

Based on the Sedov (1959) model and using the effective temperature ($T_{\text{eff}} \sim 1.02$ keV) obtained from the spectral analysis, the shock front velocity $V_{\text{sh}}$ and the total swept mass $M_{\text{tot}}$ can be obtained from the equations derived by Bocchino & Bandiera (2003):

$$ V_{\text{sh}}^2 = kT_{\text{eff}}/0.14m_{\text{H}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

and

$$ M_{\text{tot}} = 4.19\rho_0R_{\text{sh}}^3 $$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $R_{\text{sh}}$ is $R_\text{s} = 10.9$ $D_5$ kpc pc and $\rho_0 = 1.26m_{\text{H}} \cdot n_0$. Here, $m_{\text{H}}$ is the hydrogen-atom mass and $n_0$ the density of the ambient medium, that we assumed to be $n_0 = n_e/4 = 0.1$ cm$^{-3}$. The electronic density of the plasma $n_e$ was obtained from the X-ray image. Assuming that the plasma fills a region like the external circle indicated in Fig. 2 for a range of distance of 5−10 kpc, we obtain an average volume $V$ for the SNR. Thus, based on the emission measure (EM) determined by the spectral fitting (see Table 2), we estimated the electron density of the plasma, $n_e = \sqrt{EM/V} \sim 0.46$ cm$^{-3}$. In this case, the number density of the nucleons was simply assumed to be the same as that of the electrons. As a result, the shock front velocity is $V_{\text{sh}} \sim 820$ km s$^{-1}$ and the total swept mass $M_{\text{tot}} \sim 17$ $M_\odot$.

In this model, the shock has been modeled on the assumption that it is a strong non-radiative shock with a temperature equilibrium between ions and electrons. However, for a shock with a speed of ~800 km s$^{-1}$, equilibrium is unlikely (Ghavamian et al. 2007). Using the electron-to-proton temperature ratio at the shock front as a function of shock velocity for five Balmer-dominated SNRs (see Fig. 2 in Ghavamian et al. 2007), the range of shock velocities permissible, both with and without the equilibrium assumption, is between 800 and 1600 km s$^{-1}$. In this case, the SNR age $t_{\text{SNE}}$ is

$$ t_{\text{SNE}} = 4.3D_5\text{ kpc}/V_{\text{sh}}. $$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

that we estimate as $t_{\text{SNE}} = (2500−5000) D_5$ kpc yr.

On the other hand, we can compute the age of the SNR using the information obtained from the spectral analysis. For an average distance between 5−10 kpc and an ionization timescale $\tau = 3.2\times10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$ s, we determine that the elapsed time $t$ after the white dwarf was heated is $t \sim 2000$ yr. This value is compatible with a distance of 2.5 kpc (i.e., $D_5 = 0.5$) and a velocity of 800 km s$^{-1}$ for the shock front, or a distance of 5 kpc (i.e., $D_5 = 1$) and a velocity of 1600 km s$^{-1}$ using Sedov’s equations. Therefore, we suggest that the SNR’s age likely lies in the range of $t_{\text{SNE}} \sim 3600$ (±1600) yr.
5. Conclusions

We have used XMM-Newton and Chandra observations of G272.2−3.2 to study the characteristics of its X-ray emission and the physical connection with radio and Hα observations of the object. The X-ray morphology reveals an overall structure of almost circular X-ray emission, a centrally brightened hard region, and a peculiar elongated hard structure. The X-ray spectral analysis of the regions show emission-line features of metal elements, confirming the thermal origin of the emission. The X-ray spectra are well represented by an absorbed VNEI thermal plasma model, which produces elevated abundances of Si, S, and Fe in the circular central region, typical of ejecta material. The values of abundances found in the central region of the SNR favor a Type Ia progenitor for this remnant, in agreement with the results obtained by Sezer & Gök (2012), using Suzaku observations. In contrast, the outer region shows abundances below the solar value, to be expected if the emission arises from the shocked ISM. We have identified the location of the contact discontinuity and its distance from the outer shock is higher than expected for expansion in a uniform media, suggesting that the remnant spent most of its time in a more dense medium.
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